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Executive Summary

Truncated exponential series based partial Euler Product calculations about the two quiescent regions at
N ≈

√
( t

2π ) & t
π match finite Riemann Zeta Dirichlet series sum approximations of the Riemann Siegel Z

function in the critical strip, away from the real axis. Since the calculation is computationally expensive
some approximations of the Euler product calculations are also explored.

Introduction

As presented in [1,2], the approximate Riemann Siegel Z functions calculated by partial Riemann Zeta
Dirichlet Series sums truncated at N ∼ b tπ c and (N ∼ b

√
t

2π c) quiescent regions of the oscillatory divergence
in the Riemann Zeta function for σ ≤ 1, |t| > 0, exhibit sequentially closer agreement with the Riemann
Siegel Z function (real part of Riemann Siegel Z function, respectively) as more tapered end points are used,
away from the real axis.

Using the second quiescent region N ∼ b tπ c
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where, (i) the above tapered truncated Riemann Zeta Dirichlet series sum for s = σ + I · t has unit weights
for integers k=1 to (b tπ c − p) and then the end point series integers from k = (b tπ c − p + 1) to (b tπ c + p)
have tapered weights based on partial sums of the binomial coefficients 1
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k=0
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2p−k

)
, and (ii) θ(t) is

the Riemann-Siegel theta function.

Likewise using the first quiescent region N ∼ b
√

t
2π c, the tapered truncated Riemann Zeta Dirichlet series

sum for s = σ + I · t can usefully estimate the Re(Z(s)) due to resurgence behaviour [3,4]
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and has unit weights for integers k=1 to (b
√

t
2ππc − p) and then the end point series integers from k =

(b
√

t
2ππc − p+ 1) to (b

√
t

2π c+ p) have tapered weights based on partial sums of the binomial coefficients
1

22p

∑i+p−1
k=0

( 2p
2p−k

)
.

In this paper, an algorithm for the counterpart partial Euler Product calculation of the leading term using
primes instead of the integers is presented. In addition since the algorithm quickly becomes computationally
inefficient, some approximations are investigated.

All the calculations and graphs are produced using the pari-gp language [5] and easy access to the list of
Riemann Zeta function zeroes was provided by the LMFDB Collaboration [6].

Truncated Euler Product calculation at quiescent regions in oscillatory diver-
gence of the function

For <(s) > 1, the infinite Euler Product of the primes absolutely converges to the Riemann Zeta function
sum of the integers [7,9]

ζ(s) =
∞∑
k=1

1
ks

=
∞∏
ρ=2

1
(1− 1/ρs) for <(s) > 1 (3)

Importantly, using the log(1-x) expansion of log(ζ(s)) [8,10,11] the Euler product also has the form
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For <(s) ≤ 1, the partial Euler Product diverges, however, using the above equations for finite sums (products)
of integers (primes) the following relationship holds
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where the delta functions play a crucial role in appropriately truncating the Euler Product terms. Hence
the above expression can be used with the N ∼ b tπ c and (N ∼ b

√
t

2π c) quiescent regions of the oscillatory
divergence of the Riemann Zeta function to obtain useful partial Euler Product based approximations of the
Riemann Zeta function in the critical strip (and below).

That is, the above equation can be used to obtain the leading term of equations (1) and (2). To achieve,
higher order approximations of the Riemann Siegel Z function the second term from equations (1) and (2)
should then be included.

In Appendix I, an example algorithm (using pari-gp language [5]) for the truncated exponential series version
of the finite Euler product is given to approximate ζ(s) and Z(s).
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In Table 1, the accuracy and speed of the approximate methods compared to standard pari-gp functions is
provided using the second quiescent region at N = b tπ c. It can be seen that the truncated exponential series
version of the finite Euler product is a slower running algorithm at the points presented compared to the
simple Dirichlet Series. This is due to the extra multiplication operations and truncation checks that are
required at each higher order term of the power series calculation.

Table 1: estimate and calculation time using the second quiescent region t/pi for the approximate methods

point

Riemann-
Siegel Z
function time

dirichlet
series time

truncated
Euler product time

tapered dirichlet
series method

I*80+0.5 1.969872 +
1.825E-11*I

na 1.988058 -
0.097279*I

na 1.988058 -
0.097279*I

na 1.969916 +
5.491E-6*I

I*280.8+0.5 -7.002925 -
4.314E-13*I

4ms -6.960590 -
0.032668*I

4ms -6.960590 -
0.032668*I

4ms -7.002925 -
4.319E-13*I

I*1378.32+0.5 -10.46826 -
1.114E-15*I

4ms -10.47467 +
0.023000*I

4ms -10.47467 +
0.023000*I

12ms -10.46826 -
1.114E-15*I

I*17143.8+0.5 0.002031 +
9.039E-24*I

296ms 0.008222 +
0.00273*I

64ms 0.008222 +
0.00273*I

1061ms 0.002031 +
9.039E-24*I

I*1E6+0.5 -2.806134 -
1.0787E-27*I

7min27s -2.806514 +
0.000800*I

3.8s -2.806514 +
0.000800*I

56min40s -2.806134 -
1.0787E-27*I

In Table 2, the accuracy and speed of the approximate methods to estimate the Re(Z) compared to standard
pari-gp functions and [12] (for t > 1E8) is provided using the first quiescent region at N = b

√
t

2π c.

Table 2: estimate and calculation time using the first quiescent region sqrt(t/2/pi) for resurgence based
approximate methods where only the real part of the approximate method is informative.

point

full
Riemann-Siegel

Z function time
dirichlet

series time

truncated
Euler

product time
tapered dirichlet

series method
I*80+0.5 1.969872 +

1.825E-11*I
na 1.763271 -

3.621*I
na 1.763271 -

3.621*I
na 1.969916 +

0.001031*I
I*280.8+0.5 -7.002925 -

4.314E-13*I
4ms -6.831267 +

0.187584*I
na -6.831267 +

0.187584*I
na -6.762323 +

0.040861*I
I*1378.32+0.5 -10.46826 -

1.114E-15*I
4ms -10.320160 -

0.065950*I
na -10.320160 -

0.065950*I
na -10.396227 +

0.232178*I
I*17143.8+0.5 0.002031 +

9.039E-24*I
296ms 0.073357 +

0.424177*I
4ms 0.073357 +

0.424177*I
4ms 0.042801 +

0.387486*I
I*1E6+0.5 -2.806134 -

1.0787E-27*I
7min27s-2.766388 +

3.263821*I
4ms -2.766388 +

3.263821*I
32ms -2.806236 +

3.29773*I
I*363991205.17884
+0.5 |114.446|+0*I na -114.4519 -

0.948780*I
168ms -114.4519 -

0.948780*I
1.9s -114.4502 -

1.04918*I
I*27331684151.57795
+0.5 |209.054|+0*I na 209.0557 +

1.00471*I
797ms 209.0557 +

1.00471*I
2min16.7s 209.05398 +

0.99601*I
I*722931694992.24036
+0.5 |309.014|+0*I na 309.0152 +

11.0965*I
3.8s 309.0152 +

11.0965*I
68min15.7s 309.0143 +

11.1101*I
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Approximations of the Truncated Euler Product calculation at quiescent regions

Since the truncated Euler Product at quiescent regions is computationally inefficient compared to the
truncated Dirichlet Series as shown above, it is worthwhile attempting approximations of the truncated Euler
Product calculation.

1. Using only the first sum of the exponential series

Gonek et al [10,11] has already proposed the use of the approximation

PX(s) = exp
[∑
n<X

Λ(n)
nslog(n)

]
(6)

in hybrid Euler-Hadamad product and Euler-(Zeta zeroes polynomial) calculations where the companion
product function constrains and modifies the amplitude of the PX (approximate Euler product term) behaviour
to fit the Riemann Zeta zero positions. Λ(n) is von Mangoldt’s function which is zero for integers which are
not primes or powers of primes and otherwise equals log(ρ).

In terms of the oscillating divergence quiescent regions of the Riemann Zeta function and equation (5), the
above approximation is of the form

PN=b tπ c(s) ≈ 1 +

N=b tπ c∑
ρ=2

b log(N)
log(ρ) c∑
n=1

1
n · ρns

· δ(ρn ≤ N)



+

N=b tπ c∑
ρ=2

b log(N)
log(ρ) c∑
n=1

1
n · ρns

· δ(ρn ≤ N)


2

+

N=b tπ c∑
ρ=2

b log(N)
log(ρ) c∑
n=1

1
n · ρns

· δ(ρn ≤ N)


3

+ . . . (7)

and the kernel term
(∑N=b tπ c

ρ=2
∑b log(N)

log(ρ) c
n=1

1
n·ρns · δ(ρ

n ≤ N)
)

is only calculated once and reused for the higher

order terms significantly reducing the calculation overhead.

Figure 1 gives a comparison of (i) exact Z(s) (real:red, imaginary:black), (ii) truncated Euler Product
based Riemann-Siegel Z function (real:green, imaginary:violet red) via equation (5) and (iii) PN (s) based
Riemann-Siegel Z function (real:blue, imaginary:gray) both using the N = b tπ c quiescent region for two
intervals along the critical line.
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4.651

-7.003
270 290

9.1836

-8.8251
17140 17150

Figure 1: Comparison of exact (real:red, imaginary:black), truncated Euler product (real:green, imaginary:violet red) and
approximate truncated Euler product equation (7) (real:blue, imaginary:gray) Riemann-Siegel Z functions on the critical line σ = 0.5
(i) upper panel in the interval 270 < t < 290, (ii) lower panel in the interval 17140 < t < 17150.
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It can be seen that

1. in agreement with table 1, equation (5) (real:green, imaginary:violet red) using the second quiescent
region provides a good approximation of the Riemann Zeta function, similar to the zeroth order
Riemann-Siegel approximation [3,4,8] and equivalent to the truncated dirichlet series sum [1]. As t
increases the imaginary component of the approximate Riemann Siegel Z function (violet red) reduces
to zero. This approximation would then be further improved by adding tapered endpoint weighting [2].

2. the PX(s) approach of Gonek et al [10,11] co-opted as PN (s) when using the second quiescent region
provides useful estimates of the positions of the Riemann Zeta zeroes but

3. has weak performance at approximating the behaviour of the Riemann Zeta peaks and

4. a non zero imaginary component (gray)

(as mentioned) to greatly improve the overall behaviour of the approximation to estimate the Riemann Zeta
function, Gonek et al [10,11] then added a multiplicative function dependent on knowledge of the zeroes
positions.

A major implication from this comparison is that (i) the set of primes (and their higher powers etc) that
lie below b tπ c adequately describes (through the first term of the Euler Product exponential series and its
square, cube etc) the spacing of the Riemann Zeta zeroes, and (ii) the higher order terms in the exact
exponential series equation (5) adjusts the magnitude and lineshape of the function (and cancels out the
imaginary component). In contrast the dirichlet series sum by including all the integers up to b tπ c more
smoothly approximates both the zero positions and general function lineshape (for both the real and imaginary
components).

2. Using a heuristic approach to remove the imaginary component and modify the real com-
ponent of Z(s) ≈ eiθ(t)PN (s) respectively

When using exact quiescent region truncation of the Euler product exponential series (or the Dirichlet Series)
the imaginary component of the approximation for the Riemann Siegel Z function (~horizontal violet red line
in figure 1) is weak, low frequency and goes to zero for (i) higher t and (ii) using tapered endpoint weighting.
Therefore, it can be recognized that the larger imaginary component with high frequency features appearing
in PN (s) (gray line in figure 1) arises from the presence of frequency components 1

n·ρns1
· 1
m·ρms2

· 1
o·ρos3

where
ρn1 · ρm2 · ρo3 > N or missing weight 1

n ·
1
m ·

1
o that appears in higher order terms of the exact exponential series

equation (5).

Therefore, it can be argued that the nonzero imaginary component of such approximations to the Riemann
Siegel Z function contains information about the presence of the high frequency terms and missing weight
contributions and furthermore at the single term level information about the real component of such terms
can be obtained from the derivative of the imaginary component. That is, for each term

∂
(
w
is

)
∂t

= −I ∗ log(i)
(w
is

)
(8)

where w = weight, s = σ + I ∗ t

(w
is

)
= −
=
[
∂( wis )
∂t

]
log(i) (9)

So in a heuristic approach the imaginary component of the modified approximate Riemann Siegel Z function
using eiθ(t)PN (s)′ is trivially assigned to zero. That is,

=
[
eiθ(t)P ′N=b tπ c

(s)
]
≈ 0 (10)
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and the real component is approximated by removing some of the effects of the included high frequencies and
missing weight using the derivative of the original imaginary component. That is,

<
[
eiθ(t)P ′N=b tπ c

(s)
]
≈ <

[eiθ(t)PN=b tπ c(s)
]

+ 1
log(t) · =

∂
(
eiθ(t)PN=b tπ c(s)

)
∂t

 (11)

The choice of a single denominator log(N) for the correction terms is not properly justified/optimised given
there are many extraneous terms 1/is in PN (s) however the point is to judge whether the heuristic makes a
useful difference.

Figure 2 gives a comparison of this heuristically modified truncated Euler Product based function (real:blue,
imaginary:gray) to (i) the exact Z(s) (real:red, imaginary:black), and (ii) truncated Euler Product based
Riemann-Siegel Z function (real:green, imaginary:violet red) via equation (5) using the N = b tπ c quiescent
region for two intervals along the critical line.

It can be seen that using as a correction term the scaled (1/log(t)) imaginary part of the derivative of the
Riemann Siegel Z function approximation equation (11), the overall lineshape of the approximation has been
greatly improved without needing independent knowledge/input of the Riemann Zeta zero positions.

The interpretation is that a significant amount of the effect of high frequency terms (and incorrect weights)
not meant to be present due to the approximation used in the quiescent region truncated Euler product
equation (7) have been cancelled out. However, the approximation still contains some high frequency features
at larger lineshape peaks

3. Using a low pass filter approach to further reduce unwanted high frequency terms of
approximate truncated Euler product Z(s) ≈ eiθ(t)PN (s).

To reduce the residual high frequency terms, a 31 term sinc function is applied as a low pass averaging filter
to equation (11) with the terms spaced by 1/log(t).

Figure 3 gives a comparison of this 31-term average of the heuristically modified truncated Euler Product
based function (real:blue, imaginary:gray) to (i) the exact Z(s) (real:red, imaginary:black), and (ii) truncated
Euler Product based Riemann-Siegel Z function (real:green, imaginary:violet red) via equation (5) using the
N = b tπ c quiescent region for two intervals along the critical line.

It can be seen that using this simple low pass filter, a significant further reduction in high frequency artifacts
in quiescent region truncated Euler product approximations of the Riemann Siegel Z function is achieved but
the comparison in lineshape is not exact.

<
[
eiθ(t)P ′′N=b tπ c

(s)
]
≈ 1(∑15

i=−15
sin(i)
i

)<{ 15∑
i=−15

sin(i)
i
·

[ [
eiθ(t+i/log(t))P

N=b t+i/log(t)
π c(s+ I ∗ i/log(t))

]

+ 1
log(t+ i/log(t)) ·

∂
(
=
[
eiθ(t+i/log(t))P

N=b t+i/log(t)
π c(s+ I ∗ i/log(t))

) ]
∂t

]}
(12)
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3.287

-7.003
270 290

8.1219

-6.4806
17140 17150

Figure 2: Comparison of exact (real:red, imaginary:black), truncated Euler product (real:green, imaginary:violet red) and
heuristically corrected approximate truncated Euler product equation (11) (real:blue, imaginary:gray) Riemann-Siegel Z functions on
the critical line σ = 0.5 (i) upper panel in the interval 270 < t < 290, (ii) lower panel in the interval 17140 < t < 17150.
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3.2765

-7.003
270 290

7.9843

-6.1191
17140 17150

Figure 3: Comparison of exact (real:red, imaginary:black), truncated Euler product (real:green, imaginary:violet red) and low
pass filtered (31 terms) heuristically corrected approximate truncated Euler product equation (12) (real:blue, imaginary:gray)
Riemann-Siegel Z functions on the critical line σ = 0.5 (i) upper panel in the interval 270 < t < 290, (ii) lower panel in the interval
17140 < t < 17150.
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4. Applying the above techniques to standard finite Euler product calculations

The two techniques of using (i) the derivative of the imaginary component and (ii) low pass filtering can be
applied directly to the standard finite Euler product calculation approximations of the Riemann Siegel Z
function

<

eiθ(t)
N=b tπ c∏
ρ=2

1
(1− 1/ρs)

 ≈ 1(∑15
i=−15

sin(i)
i

)<{ 15∑
i=−15

sin(i)
i
·

[eiθ(t+i/log(t))
N=b t+i/log(t)

π c∏
ρ=2

1
(1− 1/ρs+I∗i/log(t))



+ 1
log(t+ i/log(t)) ·

∂

(
=
[
eiθ(t+i/log(t))∏N=b t+i/log(t)

π c
ρ=2

1
(1−1/ρs+I∗i/log(t))

)]
∂t

]}
(13)
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3.2765

-7.003
270 290

7.9939

-6.1137
17140 17150

Figure 4: Comparison of exact (real:red, imaginary:black), low pass filtered (31 terms) heuristically corrected finite Euler product
equation (13) (real:green, imaginary:violet red) and low pass filtered (31 terms) heuristically corrected approximate truncated Euler
product equation (12) (real:blue, imaginary:gray) Riemann-Siegel Z functions on the critical line σ = 0.5 (i) upper panel in the
interval 270 < t < 290, (ii) lower panel in the interval 17140 < t < 17150.
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Conclusion

The exponential series expansion of the truncated Euler product can be used with quiescent regions of the
oscillatory divergence of the Riemann Zeta function to obtain equivalent estimates to Riemann Zeta Dirichlet
series sums. The algorithm requires more multiplication operation and repeated truncation checks so is less
computationally efficient.

The exponential series expansion can be further approximated using only the first order term and its higher
powers [10,11] resulting in useful estimates of the zero positions but additional processing using (i) the
derivative of the imaginary component and (ii) low pass filtering is needed to improve the overall approximation
of the Riemann Siegel Z function lineshape. The performance of the standard Euler Product calculation
based on the quiescent regions for approximating the Riemann Siegel Z function can also be improved using
the same additional processing.
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Appendix I - example pari-gp [5] code for partial Euler Product
(Dirichlet Series) approximation of ζ(s) and Z(s) using primes (in-
tegers) up to N = t

π , useful away from the real axis.

For the point s=res+I*t.

The finite Dirichler Series calculations run much faster than the finite Euler product calculations truncated
to the quiescent region N=t/Pi (or sqrt(t/2/Pi)) since there is a lot more multiplication and checking for
truncation in the exponential series algorithm of the finite Euler product.

Be careful copying and pasting the below code as line breaks due to wrapping in the pdf copy will cause
runtime syntax errors and need to be removed. Each complete command line ends in “;”.

A. Initialising pari-gp session, standard Riemann-Siegel functions θ(t), (floor(sqrt(t/(2*Pi)) resurgence based
zeroth order approximation Z(t)) and the Riemann Zeta functional equation multiplier χ(s) in exact and
(high t) Stirling Series form.

allocatemem(6400000000)
default(graphcolors,[4,5,2,3,1,6]); \\red, green, blue, violetred, black, grey
\\the following two functions are from https://riemann-siegel.com/downloads/Riemann.gp
vtheta(t)={t/2*log(t/(2*Pi))-t/2-Pi/8+1/(48*t)+7/(5760*t^3)+31/(80640*t^4)};
Z(t)={tt=vtheta(t);2*sum(i=1,floor(sqrt(t/(2*Pi))),cos(tt-t*log(i))/sqrt(i))};
\\the following Riemann Zeta functional equation multiplier functions
\\with the last version useful for Riemann Siegel Z calculations at high t
fun_chi(res,t)=2^(res+I*t)*Pi^((res+I*t)-1)*sin(Pi/2*(res+I*t))*gamma(1-(res+I*t));
fun_chi2(res,t)=exp(log(2)*(res+I*t)+log(Pi)*((res+I*t)-1)+(Pi/2*t-log(2)+
I/2*Pi*(1-res))+((1-(res+I*t)-1/2)*log(1-(res+I*t))-(1-(res+I*t))+1/2*log(2*Pi)));
logfun_chi2(res,t)=(log(2)*(res+I*t)+log(Pi)*((res+I*t)-1)+
(Pi/2*t-log(2)+I/2*Pi*(1-res))+((1-(res+I*t)-1/2)*log(1-(res+I*t))-(1-(res+I*t))+1/2*log(2*Pi)));

B. Riemann Zeta function code for Riemann Siegel Z function calculation

z_zeta(res,t)={zeta(res+I*t)*exp(I*vtheta(t))};

C. Dirichlet series sum code for quiescent region (t/Pi) based ζ(s) and Riemann Siegel Z function approximation

dirich_test(res,t)={
num=floor(t/Pi);
rotate=exp(I*vtheta(t));\\exp(-1/2*I*imag(logfun_chi2(res,t)));
s=rotate*(sum(i=1,num,1/i^(res+I*t)));
};

D. Truncated Euler product code for quiescent region (t/Pi) based ζ(s) and Riemann Siegel Z function
approximation

The program sequentially calculates the higher order terms to reduce multiplication operations by

(i) filtering the previous lower order term by N/2 and the first order terms by N/2ˆ(rank-1) (denoted
“_value" variables in the code) and

(ii) using a running tally of 1/ρn1 · 1/ρm2 · ...1/ρjn = W/R to more efficiently evaluate the delta function
condition δ(W/R · 1/ρih < N) (denoted “_list" variables in the code).

1. Higher order exponential series terms function.

next_term(N,rank,input_trunc1_list,input_trunc1_value,input_truncprev_list,input_truncprev_value,
output_trunc_list,output_trunc_value,output_list,output_value)={
output_trunc_list=listcreate(10);output_trunc_value=listcreate(10);
forstep(x=1,length(input_trunc1_list),1,[if(input_trunc1_list[x] <= N/2^(rank-1),
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[listput(output_trunc_list,input_trunc1_list[x]),
listput(output_trunc_value,input_trunc1_value[x])])]);
int_prev_list=listcreate(10);int_prev_value=listcreate(10);
forstep(x=1,length(input_truncprev_list),1,[if(input_truncprev_list[x] <= N/2,
[listput(int_prev_list,input_truncprev_list[x]),listput(int_prev_value,input_truncprev_value[x])])]);
\\rank order terms
output_list=listcreate(10);output_value=listcreate(10);trunc_length=length(output_trunc_list);
trunc_prev_length=length(int_prev_list);
\\off-diagonal terms
for(i=1,trunc_prev_length,for(j=1,trunc_length,[n_pro=int_prev_list[i]*output_trunc_list[j],
if(n_pro<=N,[listput(output_list,n_pro),
listput(output_value,int_prev_value[i]*output_trunc_value[j])])]));
\\ sum of higher order terms
out_length=length(output_list);
p_out=1/factorial(rank)*sum(i=1,out_length,output_value[i]);
out=[p_out,output_list,output_value,output_trunc_list,output_trunc_value];
};

2. Main code calculating truncated exponential power series for Euler product (calling next_term() to
calculate the higher order series contributions)

truncated_euler_product_v(res,t)={
\\maximum integer for zeroth order dirichlet series sum using 2nd quiescent region
N=floor(t/Pi);
\\maximum prime for zeroth order Euler product using 2nd quiescent region
Nprime=precprime(N);
\\maximum number of terms for truncated exponential power series version of Euler product
maxPower=floor(log(N)/log(2));
\\leading term sum of truncated exponential power series
p0=1;
\\truncated exponential power series first order (i) elements, (ii) their weights
out1_list=listcreate(10);w_list=listcreate(10);out1_value=listcreate(10);
forprime(x=2,Nprime,[forstep(j=1,floor(log(N)/log(x)),1,[listput(out1_list,x^j),
listput(w_list,1/j)])]);
\\ and (iii) values w*1/p^(ns)
out1_length=length(out1_list);
forstep(j=1,out1_length,1,[listput(out1_value,w_list[j]/out1_list[j]^(res+I*t))]);
\\sum of first order terms for truncated exponential power series
p1=sum(i=1,out1_length,out1_value[i]);
\\truncated exponential power series allowed (i) elements
\\ and (ii) values for second order calculations
int2_list=listcreate(10);int2_value=listcreate(10);
forstep(x=1,out1_length,1,[if(out1_list[x] <= N/2,
[listput(int2_list,out1_list[x]),listput(int2_value,out1_value[x])])]);
\\second order terms
out2_list=listcreate(10);out2_value=listcreate(10);int2_length=length(int2_list);
\\diagonal terms
for(i=1,int2_length,[n_pro=int2_list[i]^2,if(n_pro<=N,[listput(out2_list,n_pro),
listput(out2_value,int2_value[i]^2)])]);
\\off-diagonal terms
for(i=1,int2_length-1,for(j=i+1,int2_length,[n_pro=int2_list[i]*int2_list[j],
if(n_pro<=N,[listput(out2_list,n_pro),listput(out2_value,2*int2_value[i]*int2_value[j])])]));
\\ sum of second order terms
out2_length=length(out2_list);
p2=1/factorial(2)*sum(i=1,out2_length,out2_value[i]);
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p_list=listcreate(10);
listput(p_list,p0);
listput(p_list,p1);
listput(p_list,p2);
forstep(i=3,if(maxPower > 3,maxPower,3),1,[if(i==3,[in1_list=int2_list,in1_value=int2_value,
in2_list=out2_list,in2_value=out2_value]),
next_term(N,i,in1_list,in1_value,in2_list,in2_value,ou1_list,ou1_value,ou2_list,ou2_value),
in2_list=out[2],in2_value=out[3],listput(p_list,out[1]),in1_list=out[4],in1_value=out[5]]);
power_length=length(p_list);
p_sum=sum(i=1,power_length,p_list[i]);
p_sum*exp(I*vtheta(t));\\exp(-1/2*I*imag(logfun_chi2(res,t)));
};
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